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Two Women
Win Debates
Last Night

3 WAVE
EDERICKS
ENTS

•

Orono, Maine, January 16, 1947

The Maine Campus
Polls Campus Women
On 'Teacher Rating'
Seeking to establish the popularity of a teacher-rating system
for the University, THE MAINE
CAMPUS this week conducted a
broad straw-vote of women on the
campus. Our investigator could
find no women opposed. If there
are any women opposed, please
contact the CAMPUS office, Ext. 52,
so that our scores can be changed.
Result of straw-vote: 100%
University women in favor of a
teacher-rating system.
THE MAINE CAMPUS IS now
polling the men and will report
results of this poll next week.

Number 13

te Action
Ralph Barnett Immedia
Is Necessary
Is Appointed For Scholarships
To Union Post

All scholarship application blanks
for next year must be filed at the
office of the Director of Admissions by this Saturday, January 18.
Forms may be obtained in the
offices of the academic deans.
It is urgent that applicants
act immediately upon reading this
notice.

Student Group
Approves Share
In Union Costs

Two girls walked off with top
Ralph E. Barnett, President of the
The student body of the University
honors in the Intramural Debating
Sophomore Class, has been appointed
has been asked to subscribe one-ninth
Tournament last night, winning the
chairman of the Organization Comfinal held in South Stevens before a
of the total cost of building and furmittee for a student Union Building
small audience.
nishing the Student Union Building,
Fund campaign at the University of
June Swanton and Kay Kennedy,
Maine. His appointment was made by
the Memorial to the Maine men who
who defended the affirmative side of
James Donovan, chairman of the Studied in the Second World War. This
the question, Resolved: That labor
dent Campaign Committee.
will amount to $100,001.00, the same
should have a direct share in the
amount raised by the students in 1923
The committee of which he is chairmanagement of industry, defeated
for the Alumni Memorial Gymnasium.
man will be responsible for developing
Donald Waring and Tom Stotler by
This sum would cover the cost of
necessary plans and organization, and
a 3 to 0 decision.
building, for example, the Maine
for conducting student campaign, which
Speaker ratings were Kennedy first,
Lounge, on the first floor of the Stuwas voted by an advisory council comSwanton second, Stotler third, and
dent Union, a room to be well used
posed of 57 presidents of undergraduThere have been several changes in
Waring fourth. Judges for the event
by all the students.
ate organizations.
the location of various offices on campus
were teh Reverend Charles O'Connor,
The student share in the total costs
Barnett was manager of the Varsity with the partial completion
of the New
Paul Bennett of the English departwas approved recently by the Student
football team last fall. He is vice- Library Building.
For some time now,
ment, and Ruth Flood, instructor in
Advisory Committee, made up of the
president of the Men's Senate, and a the offices of
the Dean of Men, the
speech.
presidents of University student organmember of the Maine Christian Asso- Signal Corps,
F.P.H.A., the Housing
This brings to an end the tournaizations, clubs, societies, and classes
ciation cabinet. He is a member of Office, and
the Social Affairs Commitment which started last fall and contotalling about fifty student leaders.
The Universidad de San Carlos Phi Mu Delta
tee have occupied the western end of
sisted of twenty-two debates with (founded
in 1676) of Guatemala City, The members of this Organization
Divided by 3,200 (three times the
the third floor.
twelve teams participating. Each team
Guatemala, will offer a Summer Committee serving with Barnett are
1923 student body), the $100,000.00
had an opportunity to debate at least
The Placement Bureau, formerly loSchool for North Americans from as follows: Elizabeth Baker, John
can be raised by each student pledging
twice, as two defeats were necessary
July 3 to August 14, 1947. Many Ballou, Donald E. Crossland, Priscilla cated in Fernald H.11 back of the thirty dollars. No quota for individuals
for elimination.
undergraduates will want to attend for Dodge, Evelyn Foster, Frank Haines, Bookstore, has recently moved to will be set, and students are asked to
The winners, Swanton and Kennedy,
the courses will be of high quality, Jean Hufnagel, Fay Jones, Frank Room 51-E on the second floor of the give as much as they are able.
debated five times, three negative and
the climate is delightful (4910 fret), Moore, Willard Moulton, Elaine Per- new library building, eastern side.
Subscriptions will run over six setwo affirmative, losing none. They had
and Guatemalan scenery is magnificent. kins, Saralyn Phillips, William Skol- Upon interviewing the Director of meseters, and can be broken down into
met Waring and Stotler once before.
Job Placement, Mr. P. J. Brockway, five
dollars each semester if the subCourses will be on the undergradu- field, Edward F. Snyder, Pauline True,
in his new office, I quote his words:
ate and graduate level. Subjects offered Winslow Work.
(Continued on Page Eight)
"The new office gives us a little
will include: Elementary Spanish,
extra space and an additional conferSpanish grammar and composition,
ence room for interviews with emSpanish history and literature, Hisployers."
pano-American history and literature,
Methodology and
Midst sawdust, shavings, hammerInter-American
The ice between the SAE House
Workshop, Guatemalan and Mayan
ing, and various other noises related to
and the ski slope was throughly
Reading tests will be given on specialties (Archeology, etc.).
construction, the Drawing Department
tested Monday, and no weak spots
Wednesday evening, Jan. 22, at 7:00 Staff members will include profesfrom the College of Technology has
Friday night, Jan. 17, the Modern
were found. If any dangerous
in French. Spanish, and German.
sors of the Facultad de Humanidades
moved into Rooms 113 and 222. The Dance Club will
sponsor a Stag Dance.
areas develop they will be immediStudents who have had two college (College of Liberal Arts) of the Uniformer room is occupied by Professors The dance will be
highlighted by a
years of a foreign language or the versidad de San Carlos, Nora B. ately marked for your safety.
Kent and McNeary, and the latter is selection of dances put on
by the
—The Maine Outing Club
equivalent through contacts in homes Thompson (formerly of the Women's
used by the following instructors: Modern Dance Club.
where foreign languages are spoken or College of the University of North
R. L. Baxter, G. E. Clifford, A. B.
Ester Wing is chairman of the
Through foreign experience are con- Carolina), and Arturo Torres Rioseco
Crabtree, and G. C. Treat. These
dance committee. The publicity is
sidered eligible.
(University of California and outtechnical drawing classes are greatly
headed by Barby Vaughn with .Marylin
Students who thus qualify and who standing authority on Latin American
relieved by the fact that new class- Toby
and Helen Buzzell assisting.
desire to fulfill the language require- literature).
rooms have been obtained, since sev- Phyl
Pendleton wil supervise the sale
ment by this means should register Living with private families in homes
eral of the classes have been held eveof tickets and Jean Wallace and Pat
with Dr. Starr in 1 Stevens North approved by a Guatemalan-North
nings during this semester.
Palmer will act as co-chairman in
before 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 21. American committee will be possible,
Visitor on campus this Sunday and
The Veterans' Administration and charge of decorations. The dance will
The place of examination will be if desired, at minimum cost, probably Monday is the Reverend William E.
Veterans' Education Offices have start at 8:00 and will last until 11:30.
announced later.
three dollars per day.
Wimer, New England Minister to Stu- moved from the second
to the third There will be an admission of fifty
dents for the Congregational Christian floor in the new building.
cents.
Churches. Student Life Department.
Students who have met him know that
he has much to contribute in the way
of stimulating and provocative ideas.
First opportunity to hear him will
be at the Sunday Service at 11:00 in
A new store has been set up in the I The "snack bar" is equipped with a the Little Theatre. At 4:30 Sunday
afternoon he will be honored at a
North Dormitory area for supplying! new grill, new refrigerator
, and a good rzception for Congregational students
While speaking to a University of "The ‘corld state will be headed for
the 700 residents with a local service!
roll-warmer. Overhead are fluorescent and faculty members at the MCA Maine assembly Tuesday, Dr. Edward ruin if we cannot control atomic enerof refreshments and toiletries.
Bill Wimer comes to us from Boston, Purcell, Harvard physicist, likened the gy by education," said Dr. William V.
Located in building *15 in the! lamps, and a fan is employed to ventiwhere he is on the staff of the New process of atomic fission to the chain Elliott, Chairman of the Department
North Dormitory district, the new late the room.
England
Student Christian Movement. letter craze which has swept the of Government at Harvard University,
branch of the University Book Store John Sweatt of Orono, the store
in his address to the students in an
Farther
back
in his career was Ursinus country in recent years.
has been opened for business since proprietor and former Maine student,
The relatively small number of assembly Wednesday morning. Dr.
College,
the
Theological
Seminary
of
January 2, 1947, the first day of classes is working full time in the store.
the Evangelical and Reformed Church, letter exchanges, which if pursued by Elliott held the position of Vice Chairfollowing the Christmas recess.
Johny announced that the average sale
faithful participants will increase to man of the War Production Board
At the present time three clerks are of hot dogs and hamburgers is around Lancaster. Pa., and work for the deastronomical proportions, is similar to during World War II and is at present
gree
of
Doctor
of
Philosophy
in
the
on the job during the rush hours be- 135 daily. Cooking these, however, is
the internal reaction of the atomic a consultant to the House of Repretween 8 p.m. and 10 p.m. Only one only a small part of his job. Ordering field of Religion in Higher Education
bomb. A smashing of atoms occurs in sentatives on Post-War Planning.
at
Yale.
clerk is needed to care for the usual the meat and supplies for the business
one uranium group and it is transDr. Oliver Garceau, Associate Proafternoon business, while a second falls upon him besides taking invenposed to other uranium units in its fessor of Government on the U. of M.
worker is added later in the afternoon. tory periodically. Johily says that a
vicinity. This change of atoms in- faculty, introduced Dr. Elliott, who
The store opens daily at 2 p.m. and big problem is obtaining enough
creases the overall activity by tremen- spoke on the topic "Social and Politicloses its door at 10 p.m. On Sundays "coke." The week's allotment of 28
dous proportions and instigates the cal Aspects of Atomic Energy."
the clerks work from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.; cases never lasts more than a couple
The Women's Forum will hold its "chain reaction."
"The students are trying to bring
Saturday is their day off.
of days; half of his week's ration went next meeting on Thursday, January
•
In his opening address, inaugurating about a solution to the vital problem
Articles of confection are offered, across the counter Tuesday. He hopes 23, at 4:30 in Room B, North Estaa two-day program devoted to the concerning this monstrous weapon
as well as toiletries, ice cream, candy, that the situation will soon improve, brooke.
discussion of the physical and political through guidance and fellowship,"
hamburgers, hot dogs and soda pop. and that the boys will be able to obtain
Edwin Young spoke to the group aspects of atomic energy, Dr. Purcell said Dr. Elliott,
who conceives from
Doughnuts, potato chips and crackers most of their small needs from "their" January 8 on labor, and the history of
outlined three major points. Speaking Russian literature that the Russians
are available, too.
North Dormitory store.
unions.
(Continued on Page Eight)
(Continued on Page Eight)

Many New Offices
Are Now Located
In Maine Library

Guatemala Offers
Several Courses
For Summer Study

Reading Tests
Will Be Given
Wednesday Night

SAE Crossing Safe,
Tested Daily By MOC

Modern Dance Club
Will Sponsor Dance
This Friday Night

Rev. W. E. Wimer
Will Be On Campus
Sunday And Monday

New Store Is Now Operating
In North Dormitory District

University Hears Speakers
On Atom Bomb,Atomic Energy

Women's Forum Meets
To Hear Edward Young
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eaompsocs
Phi Mu Delta held a sleighing
party last Sat. night. Thirty couples
attended the sleigh ride and then returned to the house for refreshments
and a vic dance. Chaperons were the
housemother "Ma" Yale and Mr.
Henry Plummer.
Beta held a Tea Dance last Saturday from 4:30-7:30 with a buffet supper being served. Dr. and Mrs. Cornell and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Woodbury were chaperons.
Beta, Phi Mu, and Lambda Chi
boys have been busy hanging their
pins this week. Jim Dana hung his
on Barb Woodfin, and another Beta,
Merle Goodall, hung his on Guylene
Smith. Ginny Snow is wearing the
Phi Mu pin of Jim Goodwin. Evan
Johnson of Lambda Chi pinned June
Swanton.

•

RELIGION

Services
One new diamond is being worn
on campus this week—that of Harry Roman Catholic
Brown of Houlton by "Cal" Randlett
8 and 10 a.m. Sun. Jan. 19
Little Theatre
Jack Woodworth and Kay Ward
Rev.
Francis E. LeTourneau
were married last Saturday in BanConfessions,
Sat. night, 7:00
gor. Another marriage of interest is
that of Jim Sprague and Jean FlemProtestant
ing. They were married at 3:00, MonEpiscopal Holy Communion
day. The Kappa Sigs gave Jim a stag
MCA reading room,9 a.m., Jan. 19
party at Dave Hall's house last SunRev. Herbert S. Craig
day night. A reception was held Monday evening in Veazie for the couple. Breakfast follows the service
Non-Sectarian Services
Mary Davis '49 and Kenneth Bailey
11 a.m. Sun. Jan. 19, Little Theatre
were married Christmas Eve.
Rev. William E. Wimer. Boston,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Zwicker
Minister of Student Life, New
(Marilyn Coy) are now the proud
England
Area of the Congregaparents of a baby.
tional-Christian Churches

Peephole To Politics

The year is 1947. The 80th Congress
has convened and a new chapter in
American political life has begun.
The Capitol is now stirred by the
milling and jockeying of umpteen prospective candidates for the highest
office this free and democratic citizenry
may bestow. Every passing hour
brings November 1948 that much
nearer. The factions are lining up.
Oddly enough, this activity appears
to be almost wholly within the Republican camp. Although Stassen,
Taft, Dewey, and almost every other
GOPster above the rank of Lt. Governor, have either announced (or been
accused of harboring) a desire for the
supreme honor, no Democrat has eviAn optimist is one who thinks his Jewish
denced a like eagerness. Most of them
Hillel services, Fri., Jan. 17, 7 p.m. appear to be leaning over backward
wife has stopped smoking cigarettes
when he finds cigar ashes in the house. Room 19, North Stevens
to avoid any chance of being nomi-
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All Women Veterans
Will Hold Meeting
In No. Estabrooke
There will be a meeting of all
Women Veterans on lArednesday,
January 22, from 7:30 to 9 p.m. in
room B North Estabrooke.
An A.V.S. organizer will speak. A
report of the Veterans Affairs Committee will be given. Elections of
officers will take place followed by a
discussion of future plans.
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when you smoke

PHILIP MORRIS!

The

nated.
Apparently, the wise boys in Washington have already conceded a Republican victory. A few disillusioned
New Dealers are groping about with
some faint idea of establishing a third
party. Most of the more reasonable
Democrats are casting about for jobs
in private industry. Republicans on
the other hand are taking out six and
ten year leases on vacated property.
This unfortunate state of resignation is making the Old Guard, reactionary Republican leadership very happy.
What a set-up! No competition, and
no need to worry!
(Stream of consciousnes in mind of
GOP Elephant):
"The Democrats are going to let
some stooge carry the ball, so we can
win with anyone. Maybe we'll run
Landon again, or good, grey Wallace
White of Maine, or Joe Pew—what
the Hyde Park. Disregard the liberal
Republicans. Forget Stassen and the
other Radicals. This is the year of the
solid citizen. The Demmys won't
fight!"
Forecast for '48: Presidential campaign will pit Taft and Saltonstall
versus Pepper and Bilbo.
—RIP HASKELL
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English Dec.:
FINE PHOTOGRAPHS

"D"and "E"

CLEAN, FRESH, PURE
America's FINEST Cigarette!
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First smoke in the morning or last one at night—
flavor's ALL yours, when you smoke PHILIP Moms! And
here's why ..
There's an important difference in PHILIP MORRIS manufacture that makes PHILIP MORRIS taste better—smoke
better—because it lets the FULL FLAVOR of the world's
finest tobaccos come through for your complete enjoyment
—clean, fresh, pure!
Try PHILIP MORRIS—you, too, will agree that PHILIP
MORRIS is America's FINEST Cigarette!

a course in C

NO OTHER
CAN MAKE
CIGARETTE
THIS
Of all the
STATEMENT,
MORRIS leading

Call 8661 for your appointment.
All the new shades in Revlon
nail polish and lipstick.
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Glen Miller Albums
Vaughn Monroe Albums
"Racing With the Moon"
"Darktown Poker"
Victor A Columbia
Masterworks

Radio Sales & Service
31 Mein St.
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News Editor
Sports Editor
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Art Editor
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Contributors:
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Andrews.
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Warren Turner.
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It Will Be Done, In Memoriam
Together, we'll build the Memorial. Thirty dollars or more is a lot of money, but it is needed.
Even then, we will be giving only one ninth of the
total expense.
It's lots of money in one lump. But, over a
period of six semesters, it can be worked out. For
six semesters, it will split up into five dollars each
semester.
Broken down even further, about a quarter a
week will approach the goal. Less than five cents
a day.
Together, we will do it, in memoriam.

About Frosh Comp ....

TRACK!

Correspondence

Students Generally Pleased; Want
Rathskeller, Guestrooms, No Offices
Dear Editor,
In the last issue of your Campus
you mentioned that the Student Union
Planning Committee was open to
suggestions about the new Union
building.
How many noses would turn up if
one mentioned that it would be a
good idea to have a Rathskeller located
in the ground floor of this new building. Not only would it be popular; it
would also provide an excellent source
of profit.
How about it?

ministration Building, not the Student

You've all heard rumors pertaining to a new
band being formed on campus and now those rumors have taken on a more tangible aspect under
the title, "The Maine Cubs." The "Cubs" were
organized by Neal Martin, an up and coming musician whose talent dates back to his high school
days when he had a band in Lewiston. His experience does not end here, however, for he also played
in several bands in and around Lewiston, so his
musical accomplishments are well founded. The
main purpose in the organization of the Maine
Cubs is to satisfy the campus need for a band small
enough for dorm and frat dances.
This 6-piece band affords additional talent in
Dick Cutts, who plays sax. Dick is arranger for
the band and played in a service unit overseas.
Sherm Cole, tenor sax, and Lee Tournier,
drums, have both had experience in "combo" playing. Charlie Partridge, trumpet, played in one of
the leading service bands of the country and Will
Kennison, baritone sax, played with Lennie Lizotte,
a name familiar to you Lewistonites. And last but
not least, we have Neal Martin, the aforementioned, tickling the ivories. There you have the
nucleus of what sounds like a good band.
Incidentally, those who enjoy John Kirby specialties, contact the Maine Cubs for your next dance.
It'll be worth it!
—JAN SCALES

Union. The college needs guest rooms
In the last few semesters that I have been teachfor
students' parents, faculty guests,
ing at the University, I have been beset with the
and visiting alumni. Also, it needs a
problems confronting the instructor and the stufaculty smoker.
dents of the Freshman English courses. The probTo the Editor:
lems in general are three: inadequate preparation
Will the Student Union be a MCA
in the fundamentals of English grammar in high
The know-how, technical ability, and industry
affair?
Or will those offices on the
schools, the lack of intelligent reading, and (perof the manufacturers who build our automobiles
first
floor
be
filled
with
a
staff
hired
haps most important) the lack of student interest
by the students or their representa- are nearly unsurpassed, even in this age of mass
in the course.
tives? The plans are good, but the production and streamlining. But in my opinion,
At the outset, no attempt is made to separate
administration of the building will there is something essential lacking in the making
students who are inadequately prepared in the
determine the success of its use on of cars, something that has been causing motorists
campus. A well-run Union is needed a good deal of grief, practically from the dawn
fundamentals of English, from those who have
To the Editor:
of automobile history.
here. Who will run it?
mastered them. This mixture of different levels
Last week, the article said several
Not yet definite, but we believe
I refer, of course, to the abominable personality
is probably democratic, but it introduces both con- facilities were cut on account of there will
be a student advisory board instilled in cars at their nativity. No one will deny
fusion and boredom into the class and doesn't work costs. On the second floor, alumni which will be representative of the that cars have
personalities, yet I have yet to meet
to the benefit of either level. The course as organ- offices, placement offices, and the like student body.
a motorist who knows a car with a beneficent one.
ized is largely a rehash of high school English. are planned. These belong in the Ad- That's all we know as yet.—Ed.
What, for instance, causes lights (which have been
functioning perfectly for months) to conk out in
Students who expect something more of a college
the middle of a foggy night when you're fifty miles
course discover immediately that it's just "more of
from nowhere, and when you have to be home two
the same old stuff." Most of the class time is spent
hours ago at the very latest? Why do you get
wading through a well-known College Handbook
The students and faculty of the Uni- ship the department grew to include two flat tires in the same day, after going without
although occasionally a light dawns and a copy of versity of Maine who grew to love four men. Many new courses in the a change for eight months? Any motorist will tell
Harper's makes its dreary way into the lethargic and admire Dr. Mark Bailey during his theater and public speaking were you it's because your faithful jalopie has been
waiting to catch you with your figurative pants
atmosphere of the classroom. It's no wonder that many years of teaching in the Speech offered.
down to give you the business.
He
soon
took
over
the
direction
of
little improvement in writing results and that stu- Department here were deeply moved
the Maine Masque, which improved
These traits a man can tolerate in his car, the
dents are rarely inspired by the course.
when word was received that he passed steadily
under his guidance until it way he does in his wife, if it wasn't for the fact
I should like to repeat for student consumption away in a Bangor Hospital Saturday became the noted college theater group that, unlike his wife, the bally
thing is also clairand reaction the same changes I suggested to the morning after a long illness.
of New England that it is today. He voyant. As long as you carry enough money in
Dr. Bailey came here in 1920 as an built up the Secondary School Contest your pocket to buy a new
English Department. First, separate the potential
fuel pump, the pump
Associate Professor and Head of the of Interpretive Reading and Speaking will work like a daisy, but
just slip sometime, and
"D" and "E" students from the average and above
Speech Department. Under his leader- held here annually.
take too large a bite out of this week's allowance
average by means of examinations at the beginning
last week, and find out how quickly your car will
of each course. Put those students who seem obviguess your condition and ream next week's alously in need of special attention in classes where
lowance out of you, too.
they can have the benefit of that attention. Second,
The car I drive, in addition to being innately
The Pale Blue Key semi-formal
the bulk of the students could then proceed with
Elaine Lockhart's darling silver precocious, has had the benefit of advanced edulast Friday was a colorful event not lame bodice and full white net skirt cation before I acquired it. It always knows, for
a course in Composition and reading.
only
because of the decorations, but was tucked at the hips to give the instance, what days I have prelims. It starts
A book of modern readings (not necessarily
smart bustle effect. Judy Denison's beautifully, through warm weather or cold, until
literature) concerned with current problems of also because of the attractive array sophisticat
ed fuchsia bengaline formal the day I have to get to school on time, or else.
the world would not only give opportunity for of winter gowns. Bustles, peplums, had drop shoulders and push up sleeves. I take great precaution to conceal the fact from my
ruffles, and sequins could be seen in
direct application of the principles of clear concise every corner
Marilyn Jones wore a smooth black car. I saunter out nonchalantly giving every indiof the dance floor, setting
faille
gown with cap sleeves, unpressed cation that I have not the least doubt in the world
writing, but would also stimulate class discussion, a new pace of fashions on the Maine
pleats
in the skirt, and a wide gold of its starting ability.
and most important of all, individual thinking.
campus.
studded belt at her waist. Esther WatOf course, I have by this time checked the
Well, how do you students feel?
Jan Scales wore a lovely gown with son's dress had
a wine velveteen bodice temperature, and know for certain there is nothing
—STANLEY B. CRESSEY a torquoise faille top and a marquisette with cap sleeves and a dusty rose skirt organically wrong with the little beasty, and
cerINSTRUCTOR OF ENGLISII skirt designed with faille applique. tucked with a large wine bow. She tainly no reason for starting failure. So I step on
Folds of the skirt hung from a large wore long
dusty rose gloves to match the starter and get a tired groan. Then I get an
cerise bow in the back, and she wore her skirt.
angry groan, sometimes even an indignant sputter.
Editor
Sandy Adams cerise elbow length gloves. Punky
Mickey Libbey's cerise and black Then I don't get anything at all, and me l'il car
Busineas Manager
Dana Whitman Perkins was seen in a black evening striped taffeta skirt was topped by a chalks up another
victory.
Asst. Business Manager
Fay Jones blouse trimmed with gold sequins, and black
velveteen bodice. Connie Howe
Adverti.:ing Manager
But someday I'll get even and have the last
Bill Brennan a full black faille evening skirt.
Jan wore ivory, the bodice of brocaded
Subscription Manager
Toni Doescher
word. I'm working on a deal where I can trade
News Editor
I arry Jenness Brown's formal was a lovely bright satin, the skirt of net. Babs Hayden's even for a good used bicycle.
The trouble is, though.
Sports Editor
green
faille.
Fred McDonald
lovely scarlet velveteen gown was cut I can't seem to locate
Make-up Editor
one that hasn't been driven by
Don Gross
Helen Noyes' colorful aqua taffeta out double triangular shaped in the
Assistant Make-up Editor
anyone except sober old ladies.
Martha Leeman
gown with matching

Car Campers

MARK BAILEY

PALE BLUE FASHIONS

Art Editor
Don 1M ac I.eod
Sport. Writers: Len Play:it, Murph Linehan, Helen
B117/c11.
Contributors: Monty Higgins, Norman Mosher, Elainc
McManus, Bernard Marsh, Joe Floyd, Jo Look, Bonnie
Andrews.
Reporters: Hal Jack, Larry Dunn, Barbara Patten, Dick
Jacobs, Edward Snyder, Terry Garcelon, Jan Crockett,
Betty Harlow, Pauline Nfarcous, June Swanton, Estelle
Weeks, Norma Drummond, Kay Bridges, Shirley Crane,
Warren Turner.
Publications Assistants: Ruth Preble, Perry Amsden.

mitts was adorned
with a gold mesh belt and wide gold
braclets, while Barbara Stewart's formal which had a white jersey bodice
and a black net skirt was trimmed with
black sequins. East Hall's Barbara
LaBonte wore a smart pale blue dress
with a mesh like bodice and a sweeping
net skirt trimmed with a wide silver
studded belt.

back. The bodice and skirt were cut
BERNARD MARSH
by a wide gold mesh belt.
These are but a few of the stunning
gowns which caught our eyes at the
affair. Every gown added a touch of
gaiety and glamor, and to say the
What's wrong with the pressure on Balentine's
least, we definitely approve of the
Maine girl's choice of gowns and sprinkler system? Twice so far, we have heard of
false alarms in Balentine Hall, interrupting sleep
accessories for winter formals.
—PAortit M ARCOUS
or study.

Fire System?
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More Appointments
Are Recently Listed
By Prism Stall

Track Season
Opened Saturday In Fieldhouse

/947 Indoor

BY ED KISONAK
The 1947 edition of the indoor track
season opened Saturday afternoon before a small group of spectators who
braved the dampness of the fieldhouse
to cheer the boys on. Three meets
were run simultaneously, the Charles
Rice, the Intramural, and the Dormitory.
The Charles Rice trophy was taken
by Kappa Sig, largely through the
efforts of iron-man George Marsanskis
who chalked up a total of 25 points by
himself. Marsanskis grabbed first
place honors in the discus, the 12 and
16 pound shots, and the 28 and 35
pound weight throws. Tied for second
place in the Rice meet were Phi Gain
and ATO with 26 points.
In the Intramural meet the victor
with 42V2 points was SAE, with Kappa
Sig, Phi Gam, the Betas, and ATO
runners-up in that order. Varsity men
were not eligible in this meet.
In the race among the dormitories,

WALTER S. GIFFORD
President of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
Started as a clerk with the Western Electric Company in 1904.

the North Dorm group took the honors
with 55 points. Oak Hall with 31 and
Hannibal Hamlin with 21 were the
second and third place teams.
The stand-out performance of the
day was of course turned ont by
George Marsanskis, Bob Emerson of
Bangor won the pole vault and broad
jump, and did well in the high jump,
Martin Hagopian tied the college
records in the 40 and 60 yard dashes,
a real speedster, Hutchinson, hampered
by a sore knee, still placed in the dashes
and in the javelin, Vickery can still
toss the javelin just about as far as
he wishes, "Rabbit" Dombkowiki ran
as well without the football gear,
taking first in the two mile, second in
the mile, third in the 40 and the 300,
after all that, he even started the 1000,
Elmer Folsom was by many yards the
best in the mile and 1000 and didn't
seem to be running under full steam,
Wally Brown grabbed firsts in the
300 and 600, Al Clements superb in

CHESTER I. BARNARD
President of the New Jersey
Bell Telephone Company.
Started with the Bell System as
a clerk in Boston in 1909.

In a recent meeting of the W.A.A.,
Morna Kimball was named by the
president, Evelyn Foster, to be chairman of all the committees for the
Penny Carnival. Betty Friedler was
recently elected by the freshman class
to represent them on the council. The
meeting was in the form of a New
Year's party and refreshments were
served and games were played.
the high jump as usual, Charlie Chap- Outcome of the interclass games
this past
man winning the low hurdles and plac- played in the women's gym
week:
ing in the 40 and 60 yard dashes, other
Junior Blue 44—referee Miss Rogers
outstanding men, Leonard Plavin,
Senior Blue 28—umpire Miss Carroll
Strickland, Beal, Collins, Davee, Dan- Senior White 34—ref. Clarice Easier
ner, Rogers, Meader, Taylor, Leach, Junior White 30—ump. Barby Vaughn
Soph. White 25—ref. Clarice Easier
and Colby.
Senior White 17—ump. Jean Dennison
spectators
among
the
Conspicuous
was President Hauck. Dr. Hauck Junior Blue 39—ref. Barby McNeil
mingled with the students, occasionally Soph. Blue 12—ump. Clarice Easler
stopping to chat, and to comment on Soph. White 28—ref. Evelyn Foster
the dampness of the surroundings. Junior White 13—ump. Polly True

Girls' Interclass Basketball Schedule
The following is a schedule of women's interclass basketball games that
will be played up to Jan. 23.
Blue league schedule:
Wed., 3:30, Jan. 15—Soph. vs. Frosh
Fri., 3:30, Jan. 17—Senior vs. Frosh
Sat., 9:30, Jan. 18—Junior vs. Frosh
Tues., 4:30, Jan. 21—Senior vs. Soph.
Sat., 9:30, Jan. 25—Junior vs. Frosh.
White league:
Mon., 4:30, Jan. 13—Senior vs. Frosh
Wed., 4:30, Jan. 15—Junior vs. Frosh
Fri., 4:30, Jan. 17—Soph. vs. Frosh
Mon., 3:30, Jan. 20—Junior vs. Frosh
Tues., 3:30, Jan. 21—Senior vs. Soph.
Cub league:
Mon., 3:30, Jan. 13—Soph. vs. Frosh
Tues., 4:30, Jan. 14—Soph. vs. Alumni
Thurs., 4:30, Jan. 16—Frosh vs. Alum.
Sat., 10:30, Jan. 18—Soph. vs. Frosh
Wed., 4:30, Jan. 22—Soph. vs. Alumni
Thurs., 4:30, Jan. 23—Frosh vs. Alum.

VICTOR E. COOLEY
ALLERTON F. BROOKS
HAL S. DUMAS
WILLIAM C. BOLEN1US
President of the Wisconsin Tele- President of The Southern New President of the Southwestern President of the Southern Bell
phone Company. First tele- England Telephone Company. Bell Telephone Company. Telephone and Telegraph Cornphone job was in New York Started as engineer's assistant in Started his telephone career as pany. Started as a traffic student
New Haven in 1911.
a clerk in San Francisco in 1911.
in Atlanta in 1911.
City as a traffic inspector in 1921.

These are presidents ofoperating telephone companies

PRESIDENTS OF BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES AND THEIR FIRST JOBS
Name

of the Bell System. They all started at the bottom

first published an advertisement like this, except
that there are now thirteen new faces in the pictures.
These new presidents also started at the bottom.
*

RANDOLPH
President of The Ohio Bell Telephone Company. First telephonelob wasas a special inspec.
tor in New York in 1911.

The anks

of the ladder... Nine years ago the Bell System

R.I.r
,
SFI I J. HOPLEY
President of the Northwestern
Bell Telephone Company.
Started as collector in Fort
Madison, Iowa. in 1915.

BY HELEN Buzzeu.

Radio Club, Tuesday, Jan. 21, 9:00 p.m.
Physics Club, Tuesday, Jan. 21, 9:20
p.m.
WAA,(Council), Wednesday, Jan. 22,
9:00 p.m.
Modern Dance, Wednesday, January
22, 9:10 p.m.
Square Dance, Wednesday, Jan. 22,
9:20 p.m.

11
JOE E.. HARRELL
President of the New England
Telephone and Telegraph Company. Started with Bell System
as a clerk in Atlanta in 1913.

Women's Sports

*

*

The Bell System aims to keep the opportunity for advancement
open to all.
One of its traditions is that its executives come up from the
ranks. That has been true of the business for many years and
nowhere is it better illu-trated than in the careers of the men
who now serve as president- of Bell Telephone Companies.
As a group, they have put in 611 years of telephone service, an
average of 36 years each.

Company

Date Place of Start

First Pay

$10 week
Ames.Tel.& Tel. Co. 1904 Chicago
Walter S. Gifford
$50 month
Chester I. Barnard New Jersey Bell Tel. 1909 Boston
Co.
1921 New York City $28 week
'William C.Bolenius Wisconsin Tel. Co.
$12 week
'Allerton F. Brooks Southern New Eng- 1911 New Haven
land Tel. Co.
1911 San Francisco
'Victor E. Cooley
Southwestern Bell
960 month
Td. Co.
'Hal S. Dumas
Southern Bell TeL
1911 Atlanta
$50 month
& Td. Co.
1911 New York City $15 week
Randolph Eide
Ohio Bell Tel. Co
1913 Atlanta
'Joe E. HarreU
New England TeL
914 week
& Tel. Co.
'Russell J. Hopley
Northwestern Bell
1915 Fort Madison.Ia. $40 month
Tel. Co.
'William A. Hughes Indiana Bed Tel. Co. 1917 Kansas City
860 month
910 week
'Thomas N. Lacy
Michigan Bell Tel.
1905 Philadelphia
Co.
'H. Randelph
Chesapeake &
1921 Washington.D.C. $30 week
Maddox
Potomac Tel. Cos.
'Graham K.
Illinois Bell Tel. Co. 1902 Eminence. Ky. $20 month
McCorkle
Mountain States
1911 KansasCity.Mo. $40 month
*Floyd P. Ogden
Tel. & Tel. Co.
$12 week
1904 Baltimore
Philip C. Staples
Bell Tel. Co. of
Penna.
$50 month
Pacific Tel.&Tel.Co. 1912 San Francisco
'Mark R. Sullivan
$65 month
New York Tel. Co. 1910 San Francisco
*Carl Whitmore

First Job
Clerk. Payroll Dept.
Clerk
Traffic Inspector
Engineer's Assistant
Clerk
Traffic Student
Special Inspector
Clerk
Collector
Ground Man
Installer
Student Engineer
Office Boy
Student-Clerk
Salesman
Clerk
Field Man

1
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•Asterisks indicate new presidents since December. 1937.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

WILLIAM A. HUGHES
President of the Indiana Bell
Telephone Company. Started
his telephone career as a ground
man in Kuneae City in 1917.

net score

THOMAS N LACY
President of the Michigan BeI
Telephone Company W ith Bell
System since MS Started in
Phfladelphis as an widener.

H RANDOLPH MADDOX
President of The Chesapeake
and Potomac Telephone Companies Started. wefinf enemas.,
Washington. D. C., in 1921.

GRATIAM K. McfORKLE
President of the Illinois nen
Telephone Company Started
with Bell System Sian *glee kir
La Eminence, Ky. in 1902.

FLOYD P. OGDEN
President of The Mountain
'item Telephone and Telegraph
Company. Started as studentclerks in Kansas City in 1911.

PHILIP C. STAPLES
President of The Bell Telephone
Company of Pennsylvania.
Started with Bell System as
salesman in Baltimore in 1904.

MARK R. SULLIVAN
President of The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company.
Started as• clerk in San Francisco in 1912.

CARL WHITMORE
President ofthe New York TelephoneCompan_y.First
tern job was in San Francais:Oa&
afield maw ia 1910.
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Bear Facts
I Schedule
ile of worngames that

vs. Frosh
vs. Frosh
vs. Frosh
or vs. Soph.
vs. Frosh.
r vs. Frosh
r vs. Frosh
vs. Frosh
ir vs. Frosh
3r vs. Soph.
I. vs. Frosh
1. vs. Alumni
,sh vs. Alum.
1. vs. Frosh
1. vs. Alumni
osh vs. Alum.

By FRED Nit:DONALD

rage Ft,t-

University Bows To Colby College, 52-45

It will be a very slender sports menu
for the stay-al-homes this weekend.
All three of our teams, basketball,
winter sports, and track, will be on
foreign ground. Friday will be the
opening date for coach Ted Curtis's
BY MURPH LINEHAN
ski team at Lewiston in their HexagLast
night
Memor
at
ial Gym, Colby College basketeers sprang
BY BUD HALE
ski world today are former Dartmouth
onal meet. The track and basketball
startli
a
ng
upset,
when
they
handed the Bears their first defeat in
squads will be at Bowdoin Saturday to
Unhampered by biting cold weather men.
[ State Series competition by a 52-45 score.
tangle with the Polar Bears. Exams and by the fact that
Coach Curtis is particularly pleased
the nearest satis* The visitors played a heads-up brand
will then hold the spotlight until factory slope is 20 miles
with
the turnout of 60 men for his
away, Ted
of ball all the way and capitalized on
Connecticut invades the campus for Curtis' winter sports
team,
although he faces a large prob- 1
team has been
1
every
break. Conspicuous by its aba basketball tilt Feb. 1.
lem
in
picking
eight
men
to compete in I
working out daily in preparation for its
.
sence, was Maine's sizzling, fast-scorWon I, Lost 2
first competition, a hexagonal meet, each meet. In addition, he says that he
ing offense that had been so characterThe basketball squad returned which will get underway tomorrow at is working in conjunction with The
istic
of the first round of Series play.
Brunsw
ick
Campus
from their New England trip with Lewiston. There, Maine will meet
team which has
Colby grabbed an early lead, but
one victory and a brace of defeats, seasoned teams from Bates, Bowdoin, several fine skiers, any of whom are
The varsity basketball team returned Maine stayed right on the heels of the
Both Connecticut and Rhode Island Colby, Brunswick campus of the eligible to compete with the Maine
were too strong for the Bears, as U. of M., MIT, and Dartmouth on varsity. He also expressed praise for from a three game invasion of southern Mules, and the partisan crowd waited
expected, but the win over the the Bates cross country course and the splendid interest and attitude shown New England last week with a record with expectant calm for the deluge to
come—but it never came. Tall man
Huskies of Northeastern salvaged Auburn ski jump. Saturday all teams by the candidates in their workouts. of 1, and
2 losses.
Chancy Goddard was high man in the
The Rumford-Mexico area, which
something from the trip. North- will travel to Bridgton, where the
In the opening game with Confirst half with ten markers. Clark of
eastern was not as weak as had been downhill and slalom events will be run. has long been one of the centers of
necticut, the UConns led by Maloney Colby made several beautif
previously reported. Our predicul set-shots,
The Bears are the only team which skiing activities in Maine, is well
tion of a 25-point win for the Bears has not been entered in a meet to date. represented by a group of fine skiers trounced the Bears 51-38 to snap the mostly from the left-hand corner, to
may have led some of you to believe Some of the teams got their first taste including Benny Bernard, Kim Stan- Maine win streak at 3 straight. Maine cop first-half scoring honors for the
this. After the Campus had gone of competition in the Intercollegiates wood, Charles Broomhall, and Vic scoring was fairly well divided with Watervillians.
Ted Boynton's 9 points high total.
to press we saw in one of the dailies at Lake Placid during Christmas vaca- Mortenson.
In the final stanza, the floor play was
The
Bears trailed 28-16 at the half.
that Northeastern had trounced tion, in which meet Dartmouth placed
Included among other leading candipatterned very closely after the first.
Rhode Island poured on the heat in The visitors
Boston University—Which means fourth and Bowdoin sixth. Dartmouth dates are Mike Roy of Norway, a
were masters of their
the
last half to outscore Maine 99-66. own backboa
something.
is noted particularly for its ski teams, member of Curtis's pre war teams and
rd, and only Ted Boynand many of the leading names in the who skied on an undefeated American Ted Boynton was high scorer in this ton's accurate shooting kept the Bears
Goddard at Center
Every member of the 13 man squad
Army team in Europe last winter; game with 12 baskets and four foul within arms' reach ...Ted, incidentally,
saw action in each of the three games.
Jan Willoch, a Norwegian who has shots for a 28 point total. The win was hihg man in the scoring departAlthough some members of the team
done much competitive skiing; John was the sixth straight for Frank ment for the night with 19 points.
were not up to the form that they had
Chapman of Bangor; Win Hibbard Keaney's Rams.
In the preliminary fracas, the Colby
In the final game of the trip, the
shown in the three previous games, a
of Bridgton; Gil Leclair of Gould
J.V.'s dropped the junior Bears from
few of the hitherto lesser lights really
Academy; Dave Newton, Don Mc- Pale Blue turned on Northeastern and the undefeated
ranks when they came
Dean Elton E. "Tad" Wieman
looked good. Charlie Goddard appears
Cobb, and Dave Allen, all of Auburn; downed the Huskies 67-56. George up with a
thrilling 46-45 win. The
was
recentl
y
elected
preside
nt
of
to have won over the starting center
Tom McKay of Hebron; Ed Wood- O'Donnell and Charles Goddard led game had
plenty of zip, and was battle
the American Football Coaches
berth by his fine performance on the
brey of Sebago; Charles Barr of Kentsthe Maine attack each with 17 points. to the
bitter
end.
Associa
tion
at
that
group's annual
trip.
Hill; Marvin Adams of Orono; Bill The Bears held a 34-25 lead at the
meeting in New York City.
It
has
often
been quoted, that a good
Rogers of Lisbon Falls; and Fred half and maintained it throughout the
Boynton's 28 points against Rhody
team
will
profit
more by losing to a
Last
week's
remain
report
der of the game.
of the event
Kline and Howard Bronson of Newmust have served warning to the
less powerful adversary, than by winin
the
Campus
incorre
ctely
ton, Mass.
listed
other state series teams that he can
ning over the weaker club! 'Nuff said.
Dean Wieman as having been
NEW BARBER SHOP
really rack up high point totals in
The remainder of the Maine schedule I
elected
president of the National
addition to playing a superb floor
Jan. 25 Colby at Orono
The University Barber Shop, forCollegiate Athletic Association.
game. White. acceording to all reFeb. 7 and 8 Bates Carnival at' merly located in
the room next to the
Dean Wieman succeeds Richard
ports, really did a fine job replacLewiston
Booksto
re,
has
recentl
y moved to the
C. Harlow, of Harvard, as presiFeb. 14 and 15 State Meet at Orono office formerly
ing Al Burgess at one of guard posioccupie
d by the Job
dent
of
the American Football
Feb. 22 Bowdoin at Orono
tions. after Al was injured in the
Placement Bureau. When entering
Coache
s
Associa
tion.
This year's
Feb. 28 and Mar. 1 ISU meet in Fernald Hall
Northeastern game. It is certainly
through the little-used
President of the National CollegiCanada under auspices of McGill front entrance on
handy for a coach to have men like
the Stillwater River
ate Athletic Association is Karl E.
Nlaine's three athletic teams, basketUniversity ( location undetermined side of the buildin
that around. The way basketball is
g,
the barber shop is ball,
Lieb
of
the
University of Iowa.
track and winter sports, will all
as yet)
played today a team is no better
now the first door on the right.
be playing away from home this weekthan their reserves. It is really sort
end. The basketball team will be at
of silly to refer to the "varsity," as
Bowdoin Saturday night for the second
meaning only 5 men.
meeting of these two teams this season.
Two-Team System
The Pale Blue won the first encounter
The ideal situation for a Coach
81-54
in their game played at Orono.
By
LEN HARLOW
would be to have at least two teams
Hannibal Hamlin won a nip and tuck Kappa
Sigma
4
The Winter Sports team will make
which were evenly matched in playing
Phi Gamma Delta. just a fair team battle from Off Campus, 39-30. The Sigma Alpha Epsilon
3
2 its debut Friday at Lewiston when they
ability and alternate them in a game. in the Southern Fratern
ity League, lead changed hands several times, but Phi Eta Kappa
3
compete in a hexagonal meet with
2
It is interetsing to note, however, that pulled the major upset of
the intra- in the last minute North Hannibal Delta Tau Delta
Dartmouth, Bowdoin, Bates, Colby,
3
2
Frank Keaney. Rhode Island mentor. mural season last week by swampi
ng pulled away and clinched the contest. Sigma Nu
M.I.T.
1
and The Brunswick Campus
did not use the team substitution a previously unbeaten ATO
team, Bud Berry starred for the winners Theta Chi
Coach Chester Jenkins will take his
0
method as had been previously reported 62-42. In a rough game, Phi
and
sunk
a
number
of shots at crucial Southern Div.
Gam
track squad to Brunswick Saturday
W.
he would do. We wonder if he still bottled up Parsons and compan
y and moments.
Phi Mu Delta
for the first Intercollegiate track meet
5
feels that his team "couldn't hit the had things pretty much its own
way. Phi Mu Delta, probably the strong- Phi Kappa Sigma
of the season for his squad. In the
4
Atlantic ocean with a basketball." We John Hussey of Phi Gam droppe
d in est team in the four leagues, won a Alpha Tau Omega
recent meet held at the field house
4
2
note that the Rams are currently rated 16 points.
convincing victory over ATO by a
Phi Gamma Delta
several men showed promise as po3
2
as the *6 team in the nation.
Beta Theta Pi slipped into a first 40-26 score.
tential scorers in coming varsity meets.
Lambda Chi Alpha
2
3
Predictions Again
Carl Hill of barracks 2-5 scored
place tie with Kappa Sigma in the
George
Tau
Marsanskis looks like a cerEpsilon
2
4
Our predictions again were on the Northe
rn Fraternity League by 101 points in his team's six games to Sigma Chi
tainty to bring in points in the weight
1
4
beam as we hit 3 for 3, making a
edging out a determined Phi Eta date, and took over the individual Alpha Gamma Rho
events. Earle Vickery, Martin Hago5
SI•14•1111 total Of 8
correct forecasts Kappa quintet, 43-38. Carl Wheato scoring leadership. Bill Bonville of
pian.
n
Bob Emerson, Wallace Brown,
out of 8 :Mem phi.. In view of the led
Dormitories
the victors by scoring 12 points, Phi Mu Delta was second with 75
Joe Leclair, Al Clements and Elmer
g games we feel that we while Jim
Beaudry of the losers points in five games, while Southard Prexy Hauck Div.
W.
L Folsom showed up well in these events
should retire from the business but racked
of Phi Mu, Parsons of ATO, and
up 15 counters.
#16
6
0 and should see service in the coming
that %mild be the ea.', 1,a.. ''tit.
Childs of Kappa Sigma all had 74.
meet. "Rabbit" Dombkowski, of footIn other contests last week, bar#7-9
4
1
Other scores:
at Maine; the Mules ‘arsity
ball fame, looms as a power because
racks 16 maintained its unbeaten
South
Hannib
al
3
2
hasn't uon auu t pe of a contest
Wednesday
of
his showing in the Intramural meet.
.record and moved into undisputed
East Oak
3
3
since the Ver
t football game possess
*1-3 54 vs. South Hannibal 42; #1-3
ion
of
first
place
in
the
Prcxy
3
3
last fall. The Bears should win by
Hauck League by defeating its near- East Oak 52 vs. #2-5 31; West Oak #2-5
3
3
about 15 points to keep the Mules
est rival. barracks 7-9, 39-31. Gerry 53 vs. #8-10 22: #16 41 vs. #4-6 34: #4-6
2
4
in this unenviable category. Bates
Poulin was individual high scorer for #12-15 39 vs. #19-21 36.
*20
1
4
at Bowl] • ; Jack Joyce is back
#16 with 17 big points. Bill Walker
Trailers
5
111 fraternities are urged to
with the Bobcats. His return should
Thursday
played a good game for *7-9 and
Dean
Wieman Div.
W.
L.
begin thinking of the coming
mean at least 15 i
ts to the Car- contributed 14 points in a losing
cause. Phi Gamma Delta 33 vs. Sigma Chi %Vest Oak
6
0
W inter Carnival. Feb. 22. and
1141 score over Bowdon'.
Maine at
West Oak ran into some surprising- 24; #18 62 vs. *11-13 24; Phi
4
Kappa North Hannibal
2
four Winter sports teams to
Bates; here is the one we would like ly
strong opposition from barracks Sig 81 vs. Alpha Gamma
4
Rho 18; #18
2
compete in the Intramural
to duck! The proverbial flip la a
12-15. but collected its sixth straight Kappa Sig 59 vs. T.C.
15;
3
L.C.A.
28 OCUMMO
2
events. 111 men not on the Sr.%
coin decide* that the Pale Blue victory
by a 45-38 count. Scoring vs. T.E.P. 23.
*12-15
3
sits Ni inter Sports tram will he
2
should squeeze out a 2 or 3 point honors for the
freshmen were pretty
Center Oak
Sin ndi nips
2
2
eligible to represent their feat..
win. Bow/loin •s. (olby; a chance evenly distribu
ted, with Watson and
Fraternity Leaven
#19-21
2
3
A complete schedule of the varifor an upset here. Taking a long Sfarus playing
fine floor games.
!Northern Div.
W.
#11-13
L.
5
ous
events will be published In
flyer, we pick die Mules by a basket.
In the Dean Wieman League, North Beta Theta Pi
4
#8-10
1
6
a later date in the Campus.

Maine Winter Sportsters Bears Nave Lost Speed, Timing
Ready For Lewiston Meet Outplayed By Colby Mules
Black Bear Cagers
Win One Of Three
On N. E. Jaunt

Wieman Is President
Of Football Coaches

EIDE.
iio Bell TeleFirst teleinspnin 1911.

a nt

ORE
r York Telerst liellSysrrancisces,
1910.

Three Varsity Teams
In Action Away
Over Weekend

Phi Gam Pulls Upset In Hoop Tourney

Get Your Teams Ready
For Winter Carnival
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SCHEDULE OF EXAMINATIONS-Fall Semester 1946, January 29, 30, 31,
February 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 1947
Time of
Exercise
Time of
Examination

Time of
Exercise
Time of
Examination

Time of
Exercise
Time of
Examination

Time of
Exercise
Time of
Examination

Time of
Exercise
Time of
Examination

Time of
Exercise
Time of
Examination

MON.
1

MON.
2

Nfox.
3

MON.
4

MON.
5

FRI.
T H URS.
Jan. 30 Jan. 31
8:00
8:00

SAT.
Feb. 1
8:00

MON.
Feb. 3
8:00

TUES.
Feb. 4
8:00

TUES.
3

Tues.
4

TUES.
5

TUES.
1

TUES.
2

THURS.
FRI.
Jan. 30 Jan. 31
2:00
2:00

SAT.
Feb. 1
2:00

MON.
Feb. 3
2:00

TUES.
Feb. 4
2:00

WED.
2

WED.
3

WED.
4

WED.
5

MON.
Feb. 3
8:00

TUES.
Feb. 4
8:00

WED.
1

THURS.
FRI.
Jan. 30 Jan. 31
8:00
8:00

SAT.
Feb. 1
8:00

MON.
6

MON.
7

MON.
8

MON.
9

WED. THURS.
Feb. 5 Feb. 6
8:00
8:00

FRI.
Feb. 7
8:00

TUES.
Feb. 4
8:00

TUES.
6

TUES.
7

TUES.
8

Tues.
9

WED. THURS.
Feb. 5 Feb. 6
2:00
2:00

Fat
Feb. 7
2:00

TUES.
Feb. 4
2:00

WED.
8

WED.
9

FRI.
Feb. 7
8:00

TUES.
Feb. 4
2:00

WED.
6

WED.
7

WED. THURS.
Feb. 5 Feb. 6
8:00
8:00

Club Notes
MON.
10

Tues.
10

WED.
10

brooke, North Dorms, and Phi Mu
starting at 6:45.
The MCA is now organizing a Prospective members of both clubs
Handicraft Club for students. Any are welcome, and opportunity to sign
persons interested in joining should up will be provided at the party.
see Mrs. Morla Timberlake in the
MCA office. Plans are made to include
clude many fields and more will be
added if they are desired.
The January meeting of the DeutMetalwork, leather tooling, whit- scher Verein will take place at the
tling, book binding, and costume jew- home of Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Miles,
elry making are among the items on Riverview Apts., Sunday, the 19th at
the program now. Materials will be eight o'clock. Dr. Miles will project
procured at cost. Any persons having his Leica views of some of the interestexperience and desiring to lead one of ing places he has visited and give a
commentary in German. There will
these projects will be welcomed.
also be games and singing.

Handicraft Club

German Club

300

Club

Dorothy Ansell gave an interesting
THURS. THURS. THURS. THURS. THURS. THURS. THURS. THURS. THURS. THURS. talk at the 300 Club last Sunday night.
1
2
4
3
6
5
7
The subject was her recent trip to
8
9
10
France, Luxembourg, and Belgium,
TUES.
FRI.
with a work-project group of the
WED.
Feb. 4
Jan. 31
Youth Hostels Organization. ConFeb. 5
2:00
8:00
trast of the soldiers' impressions of
8:00
Europe with those of the more recent
FRI.
FRI.
FRI.
FRI.
FRI.
FRI.
visitors were shown when the group
FRI.
FRI.
FRI.
FRI.
/
1
joined in the discussion.
3
5
4
6
7
8
10
9
A short business meeting conducted
TUES.
THURS.
Wen.
SAT.
SAT.
by President Phil Craig preceded the
Jan. 30
Feb. 5
Feb. 4
Feb. 1 Feb. 1 program. Refreshments were served
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
2:00
at the closing. The next meeting will
be held on January 29.
SAT.
SAT.
SAT.
SAT.
SAT.
2
1
3
4
5

Home Ec Club

Wen.
Feb. 5
8:00

TUES.
Feb. 4
8:00

Chem Club
The Chemistry Club will meet Friday, January 17, at 3:45 p.m., in 362
Aubert Hall.
Dr. Douglass, Head of the Department of Chemistry, will show slides on
Yellowstone National Park, and tell
of his summer work there as a Ranger.
All interested are invited to attend
the meeting.

•

•
•

Carroll Dean, State Grange Master,
will speak in the lounge of the MCA
Building on Tuesday night, January
21, at 7:30 on the subject of Education
and Taxation. He will appear at the
University tinder the auspices of the
Education Club.
Recently, the Maine State Grange
has expressed a great interest in the
related subjects of education and taxation. Grange proposals regarding them
(Continued on Page Seven)

BANGOR and ORONO
& P Theatres

1

Next Su
will spoils
Camden S
bers have
there.
Skiing,
sport, but
tobogganin,
slope and
so the MO
the evening
lodge.
Buses w
9:30 a.m. al
Special "pc
girls. The
for the two
and the tra

Education Club

Home Economics and Aggie Clubs
are sponsoring a get acquainted party
January 16, at Merrill Hall.
John Kelly, magician, will entertain,
Please report conflicts to the Registrar at once.
and refreshments will be served.
Sleighs will pick up boys and girls,
NOTE: By the Time of Exercise is meant the time the first lecture or recitation exercise of the week is held in any
given course. For example: if a course is given Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at the third period, it is said to be making trips to Balentine, Oak, Estagiven Monday the third period. By referring to Monday, third period, in the schedule, it will be seen that the examination falls upon Saturday, February 1, at 8:00 A.M.
Note the following changes from the above:
VOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
Soils
Ag
1
10:30 A.M.
204 Library
Feb. 4
Tues.
Astronomy
As
10
Mem. Gym
4:15 P.M.
Feb. 4
Tues.
Wed.
9
Ba
Accounting
10:30 A.M.
See Instructor
Feb. 5
Ba
Corporation Finance
51
10:30 A.M.
Mem. Gym
Thurs. Jan. 30
Ba
Personnel Management
61
10:30 A.M.
Feb. 3
Mon.
Mem. Gym
1
Organic Chemistry
Bc
10:30 A.M.
Jan. 31
Fri.
33 Winslow
General Botany
Bt
1
4:15 P.M.
Feb. 4
Tues.
Mem. Gym
Genetics
Bt
45
10:30 A.M.
15 Coburn
Thurs. Jan. 30
3
Bacteriology
By
10:30 A.M.
Fri.
Mem. Gym
Feb. 7
Surveying
Ce
1
2:00 P.M.
Thurs. Feb. 6
204 Library
Surveying
5
Ce
300 Aubert
2:00 P.M.
Thurs. Feb. 6
Ch
1
General Chemistry
10:30 A.M.
Jan. 31
Fri.
See Instructor
2
General Chemistry
Ch
10:30 A.M.
Feb. 1
Sat
Mem. Gym
BANGOR
Dh
1
General Dairying
2:00 P.M.
Jan. 31
Fri.
22 Rogers
Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
ORONO
Elem. of Elec. Eng.
Ee
8:00 A.M.
Thurs. Feb. 6
See Instructor
Jan. 16-17-18
Ee
13
Electronics
10:30 A.M.
Feb. 1
Sat.
22 Lord
John Paync, June Haver
Ee
15
Wed. & Thurs., Jan. 15-16
Elec. Circuits and Machinery
Fri.
10:30 A.M.
Jan. 31
22 Lord
"WAKE UP AND DREAM"
Electric Circuits
Ee
41
Tues. Feb. 4
2:00 P.M.
See Instructor
"HOME SWEET HOMICIDE"
Jan. 19-25
75
Electrical Testing
Ee
Wed. Feb. 5
2:00 P.M.
23 Lord
with
Claudette Colbert, Walter
Eh 1, Div. 30 Freshman Composition
2:00 P.M.
Feb. 3
Mon.
28 Stevens, South
Peggy Ann Garner, Randolph
Pidgeon in
Eh 2, Div. 15 Freshman Composition
2:00 P.M.
Mon.
Feb. 3
19 Stevens, North
Scott
"THE SECRET HEART"
Eh
65
Restoration & 18 Cent. Lit.
Thurs. Jan. 30
210 Stevens
8:00 A.M.
"RENDEZVOUS WITH
En
Applied Entomology
21
8:00 A.M.
Wed.
200 Library
Feb. 5
ANNIE"
1
Principles of Economics
Es
Wed. Jan. 29
8:00 A.M.
Mem. Gym
Faye Marlowe,
Albert,
Eddie
Es
5
Comparative Economic Systems
Tues. Feb. 4
4:15 P.M.
Mem. Gym
Gail Patrick
33
Labor Problems
Es
Wed.
4:15 P.M.
Feb. 5
Mem. Gym
6:30-8:00
Fr 5, Div. 4 Advanced French
Tues. Feb. 4
2:00 P.M.
21 Stevens, North
BANGOR
Fr 7a, Div. 1 Add. Cony. Practise
Wed. Feb. 5
2:00 P.M.
7 Stevens, North
Fri. & Sat., Jan. 17-18
Ends Fri., Jan. 17
Fr 17, Div. 2 Rapid Reading
2:00 P.M.
Tues. Feb. 4
19 Stevens, North
Crain
Jeanne
"THE SHOW OFF"
Fr
19
Civilization
2:00 P.M.
Tues. Feb. 4
13 Stevens, North
"MARGIE"
Red Skelton, Marilyn Maxwell,
Fr 33, Div. 1 Adv. Cony. & Comp.
2:00 P.M.
Thurs. Jan. 30
11 Stevens, North
Sat., Sun., Mon., & Tues.
Marjorie Main
Mythology
Gk
3a
Wed. Feb. 5
2:00 P.M.
21 Stevens, North
Jan. 18-21
Also-In the NewsGt
1
Int. to Government
Feb. 5
Wed.
4:15 P.M.
Mem. Gym
"13 RUE MADELEINE"
History as Your Audience Saw
Gt
31
American Government
2:00 P.M.
Feb. 7
Fri.
204 Library
James Cagney, Annabella,
it Happen-Two Full Reels of
Gy
13
Desc. Geology
Feb. 4
Tues.
10:30 A.M.
300 Aubert
Rik hard Conte, Frank Latimore
Football Highlights of 1946
Wed.
Physical Geology
Gy
Feb. 5
15
2:00 P.M.
14 Wingate
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30-8:22
He
1
Int. to Home Economics
Jan. 31
Fri.
2:00 P.M.
32 Merrill
He
2
Clothing Selection Prob.
Thurs. Jan. 30
10:30 A.M.
32 Merrill
Sun. & Mon., Jan. 19-20
Dietetics
He 65
Mon.
8:00 A.M.
Feb. 3
14 Merrill
"CROSS MY HEART"
Institutional Foods
He 81a
Feb. 1
Sat.
8:00 A.M.
16 Merrill
Betty Hutton, Sonny Tufts
BANGOR
Ht
2
Horticulture
Wed. Jan. 29
200 Library
8:00 A.M.
Also Four Shorts
Hy 3, Div. 1, 2, & 4 U. S. History
Mon.
Feb. 3
10:30 A.M.
Mem. Gym
Fri., Sat., Jan. 17-18
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8:20
Hy 3, Div. 3, 5, 6, & 7 U. S. History
Fri.
4:15 P.M.
Jan. 31
Mem. Gym
"WILD BILI. II1CKOK
Hy
5
History of Western Europe
Thurs. Jan. 30
4:15 P.M.
Mem. Gym
RIDES" and
Tuesday, Jan. 21
Hy 17
History of England
Feb. 4
Tues.
10:30 A.M.
200 Library
"COLORADO SERENADE"
MIRACLE"
"COCKEYED
Hy 21
Current World Problems
Thurs. Feb. 6
4:15 P.M.
Mem. Gym
Sun., Mon., and Tues.,
Morgan,
with
Frank
Hy 59
Econ. Hist. of the U. S.
Wed. Jan. 29
10:30 A.M.
204 tibrary
Jan. 19-20-21
Keenan Wynn, Audrey Trotter
Orchestration
Mc 55
Fri.
Jan. 31
8:00 A.M.
41 Stevens, North
"LADY LUCK"
Also Three Shorts
Md 3, Div. 1, 2, 8r 4 Desc. Geometry
Feb. 4
Tues.
2:00 P.M.
120 Library
Robert Young, Barbara Hale
6:30-8:20
Md 3, Div. 3, 5, 6, 8r 7 Desc. Geometry
Feb. 5
Wed.
2:00 P.M.
120 Library
and "THE KILLER"
Trigonometry
1
Ms
Tues.
10:30 A.M.
Feb. 4
Mem. Gym
Bert Lancaster, Ava Gardiner
Wed. & Thurs., Jan. 22-23
Ms
3
Algebra
Wed.
10:30 A.M.
Feb. 5
Mem. Gym
Wed., Thurs.. Jan. 22-23
"GENIUS AT WORK"
Anal. Geom. & Calculus
Ms
4
10:30 A.M.
Thurs. Feb. 6
Mem. Gym
"NOBODY LIVES
with Allan Carney,
Int. College Math.
Ms
5
Thurs. Jan. 30
10:30 A.M.
Mem. Gym
FOREVER"
Wally Brown, Ann Jeffreys
Military
Mt
1
Feb. 1
Sat.
10:30 A.M.
See Instructor
John Garfield and
"RAINBOW OVER TEXAS"
Military Art
Mt
5
Feb. 3
Mon.
10:30 A.M.
See Instructor
Geraldine Fitzgerald
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans,
Military Art
Mt
Feb. 4
6
Tues.
2:00 P.M.
Map Room
and
George "Gabby" Hayes
Modern Society
My
1
Wed. Jan. 29
10:30 A.M.
Mem. Gym
"DANGER AHEAD"
6:30-7:52
Preface to Philosophy
1
Thurs. Feb. 6
PI
4:15 P.M.
204 Library
General Physics
1
Ps
Mon.
Feb. 3
2:00 P.M.
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Mem. Gym
General Physics
Ps
la
Mon.
Feb. 3
2:00 P.M.
Mem. Gym
Matinee Prices: 35‘ to 5 o'clock
(Continued on Page Seven)
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Popular Camden 'Snow Bowl'
Will See MOC Fans Saturday
and Phi Mu
of both clubs
Amity to sign
le party.

of the Dentplace at the
:enneth Miles,
r, the 19th at
; will project
of the interestd and give a
. There will
ing.

'Memorial Room'
Will Be Set Aside
To Honor War Dead
A charge of $1.00

Next Sunday, January 19, the MOC $1.50. Total $2.50.
will sponsor a trip to the popular will be collected at the slope by the skiCamden Snow Bowl. Several mem- tow operators.
bers have reported excellent conditions
All those interested are asked to
there.
sign up in the book store before noon
Skiing, of course, is the principal _.on
.
Saturday. The new "mail-box
sport, but they also have facilities for
system" will make this procedure contobogganing and skating. Both the
slope and the rink are floodlighted, venient.
It has been difficult to contact the
so the MOC plans on staying well into
evening.
the
There is a ski-tow, and married veterans living in the South
lodge.
Apartments, but a sincere welcome is
Buses will leave the bookstore at extended to both the veterans and their
9:30 a.m. and will return by 10:00 p.m. wives. The membership fee for a
Special "pers" will be obtained for the couple is $1.00 (rather than $1.50 as
girls. The charge will be one dollar previously stated). MOC hopes to see
for the two meals that will be served, some of the married couples on the
and the transportation charge will be Camden trip.

1

Kill meet Frip.m.. in 362
of the Departshow slides on
'ark, and tell
e as a Ranger.

Old Town Bus Terminal
HOT DOGS — HAMBURGERS
Sandwiches of All Kinds
Terminal Taxi
Dial 380

ited to attend

'range Master,
of the MCA
light, January
t of Education
appear at the
uspices of the

State Grange
interest in the
.tion and taxaegarding them

PARAMOUNT — Cocktails
PARAMOUNT — Chinese Food
PARAMOUNT — Steaks

MILDRED JEAN'S BEAUTY SHOP

Kellogg To Speak
On January 23
will be presented to the State Legislature now in session.
About Soil Science
(Continued from Page Six)

It is expected that Mr. Bean will
To emphasize the fact that the proThe annual Sigma Xi lecture will
make
clear in his talk the specific
posed Union Building was conceived
position of the Grange in these matters. be given January 23 at 8:00 p.m. in
first as a memorial to the 175 UniAll students in the University who are the Little Theatre. The speaker will
versity of Maine men who died in taking at least three hours of education
be Dr. Charles E. Kellogg, Chief,
World War II, the Memorial Room are cordially invited to attend.
Division of Soil Survey, U. S. Departin that building is to be the room of
ment of Agriculture, who will lecture
beauty—by contrast the finest room
on "Modern Soil Science." The lecture
is open to the public.
in the entire building.
At the International Relations Club
In his lecture Dr. Kellogg will not
Although no working drawings have meeting last Wednesday, Mr. Matthew
yet been prepared, it is the wish of the J. Cullen spoke on international control only deal with technological developments in soil science but will also
University and of alumni that the room of atomic energy.
discuss soils as dynamic landscapes
The next meeting will be held
shall be simple but of finest materials
that represent a unique synthesis of
and arrangement. No reasonable ex- Wednesday, January 22, at South Esta- the physical and
biological forces of
pense will be spared to make the room brooke Rec. Room.
the whole environment. Attention will
one of the most distinctive of its kind.
be given to the social and economic
Plans contemplate that the walls will
importance of soils.
be paneled with Maine wood. The
The University Riding Club has now
lighting, the furnishings and arrangement will all blend so harmoniously I completed its organization and election required hour will receive the rate of
that one will be struck by the simplicity of officers, under the direction of its $1.00 per hour. Instruction is given
and beauty, which will give the room faculty adviser, Louis Thibodeau.
free of charge.
a pleasing and appropriate atmosphere.
Dues are $5.00 per month and allows
The central feature of the room will each member four rides per month at
be the Book of Tribute, or possibly Cowan's Stables in Orono.
two books containing a picture and
An hour of riding every week is reImmediate Delivery
brief biography of each of the gold quired, and anyone riding over the
star men. On another pedestal will
be a volume containing the names of
RECORD PLAYERS
all University of Maine men and womWIRED or WIRELESS
"PAT"
en who were in the Armed Forces in
Thanks you for your
World War II.
with or without
patronage and invites you
Such will be the room which is to be
changer
to
drop
in any time
the shrine where the memories of our
$16.95 to $42.50
FARNSWORTH'S CAFE
175 men may be perpetuated for years
Nvithout number. Its simplicity, dignity
Also—TABLE RADIOS
and fine character will reflect the life
and table combinations
and deeds of those whom it will honor.

IRC

Riding Club

•

ZOTOS and FREDERICKS

PRODUCTS

PERMANENTS

118 11.1in ••:q... Bangor

Ted Newhall

OLD TOWN FURNITURE CO.

Photographer
Bank Building
Orono

For

Experienced Operators
in

CLEANING AND PRESSING
Specializing in Ladies'
Gowns and Dresses
Mill St.
Orono

SEE
your
picture of the week
in
our window
every Monday

ESKA COLD WAVE

REVLON and CHEN YU

DRE1VS MUSIC
1101SE

Hillson's Tailor Shop

Old Town
Feature Gift Sets of

40

CLUBS

302 North Main St.

e Seven)

N HITS

Page le*en

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS

ALL BRANCHES BEAUTY CULTURE
TELEPHONE 385
Mernber Federal Remerve Bank

Tel. 8781

Res. 8783

a. 15-16

BROOKS' RADIO AND JEWELRY SHOP

Randolph

RADIOS — WATCHES — DIAMONDS — JEWELRY
WATCH AND RADIO REPAIRING
Old Town, Maine

WITH
Marlowe,

Young men and women will
always find this banking in-

17-18
)FF"
Maxwell,

stitution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

ews- ence Saw
Reds of
of 1946
:30-8 :22

JUST ARRIVED
CORDUROY

JoHn PAUL CO.

%%Nth twelve offic•• in
East•rn M•in•

21
ACLE"
rgan,
y Trotter
airts

M•mber Fed•ral Depomit Insurance Corp.

Dress by Barbara
Fobrk by Bates.

Py
Sh
Sh
Sh
Sh
Sh
Sp
Sy
Sy
Zo
Zo

$19.98

SPORT COATS
Girls' Sizes
$18.98

The
Merrill
Trust Company

. 19-20
:ART"
3, Tufts
arts
:30-8:20

1. 22-23
ORK"
ney,
Jeffrey •
TEXAS"
Evans,
Hayes

PAUL'S

55 PICKERING SQ., BANGOR

1
General Psychology
1, Div. 3 Public Speaking
1, Div. 24 Public Speaking
1, Div. 29 Public Speaking
la, Div. 1 Public Speaking
la, Div. 2 Public Speaking
3, Div. 4 Modern Spanish Pro)se
1
Prin. of Sociology
41
Marriage and the Family
1
General Zoology
3
Animal Biology

(Continued from Page Six)
Wed.
Jan. 29
Thurs. Feb. 6
Thurs. Jan. 30
Sat.
Feb. 1
Tues.
Feb. 4
Tues.
Feb. 4
Tues.
Feb. 4
Sat.
Feb. 1
Thurs. Feb. 6
Wed.
Jan. 29
‘Ved.
Jan. 29

at 2:00 P.M.
at 2:00 P.M.
at 8:00 A.M.
at 8:00 A.M.
at 2:00 P.M.
at 2:00 P.M.
at 2:00 P.M.
at 10:30 A.M.
at 10:30 A.M.
at 4:15 P.M.
at 2:00 P.M.

No chonoes co« be mode at this sekedale.

See Instructor
370 Stevens
34 Stevens, South
270 Stevens
370 Stevens
300 Stevens
21 Stevens, North
Mem. Gym
Mem. Gym
Mem. Gym
See Instructor
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PURCELL
(Continued from Page One)
about the first of these, that there is
no secret about atomic energy, he said,
"The important thing is that a chain
reaction can be made to go. We have
no monopoly on scientists, and we do
not have a sufficient industrial monopoly to restrict the production of
atomic energy to our own nation."
He believes that, in time, other nations'
scientists will develop the processes
now used in America.
Secondly, he stated that there was
"no defense to the atom bomb." England's planned defensive action against
the German V-1 and V-2 weapons
was cited as an example of one defense
a country could conceivably employ
against one type of atomic attack.
"England," he said, "was only able to
destroy 80 percent of the German
rocket missiles during the final weeks
of their use. One atom bomb which
hit its target out of five launched by
this method would make a big noise."
Thirdly, the speaker stressed the
point that a nation cannot win a war
solely by the use of the atom bomb.
He referred to "the other forms of

warfare which have not yet been
discussed" and pointed out that it is
always necessary to hold a conquered
nation after it has been subdued.
Dr. Purcell's answer to the problem
of atomic control was, and he emphasized the fact that he was speaking
for all scientists, international control
of atomic energy. He said, "It is
technically possible that control can
be achieved."
This control system would not consist of merely an international inspection unit, but it would be an authority
with " more than police for influence."

ELLIOTT
(Continued frotn Page One)
are "a smart people, who do not have
a proper regard for the value of human
life."
"They are a people who are undergoing difficult conditions for survival,
and who are masters of complex things

SOCIAL STATIONERY

(Continued from Page One)
scriber wishes. Seniors can continue
their subscriptions after graduation.
Those who wish to subscribe their
whole donation at once may do so.
The whole campaign wil lbe on a voluntary basis, and shall be carried out
in the spirit of building the Memorial.

Vol. XL`

BANGOR HOUSE
BANGOR *

+MAINE

When yot. or your rriends
"come to town"

Good meals—cheery rooms
from $L75 a day

WITH THE TOP STARS OF
HOLLYWOOD, CHESTERFIELD
IS BY FAR THE FAVORITE
CIGARETTE

Home Plate
Restaurant

71deen
.
t:/~
FEATURED IN COLUMBIA'S
NEW TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTION

"DOWN TO EARTH."

Complete
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Plus
Italian Sandwiches

Personalized

STUDENT UNION

The Travel Wise Stop at.••

44 Main St.
Orono, Me.
JEWELRY ENGRAVING

such as chess. Russia has been most
successful in the period of modern
history and has attained a position
of dominance in Asia after a period
of expansion in Europe?
"Nothing can be accomplished by
dealing with individuals in Russia.
The problem is to convince Stalin and
his intimate circle that our plans are
sound and sincere ones," he said.

BOOK MATCHES
PARTY GIFTS

Come in and
Try Our Fine Service

Sterling Engravers

Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.

154 Main St., Bangor, Me.

Excellent Sandwiches
and Meals
•

LET US BE YOUR CAMPUS SPORT SHOP
THE YEAR ROUND

Out

Dakin Sporting Goods Co.

IS A

Give your orders to
Georg" O'Donnell, Campus Agent
25 Central St.. Bangor
Also Waterville

This
noontime,
created by
geocaloral

•

Develope
nett, author
Orbits, nat
elliptical en
Physics at
orator pron
bility of wit
University
Although
now in oper

IT'S

FREESE'S
OF COURSE
FOR
OUTDOOR

YOU'RE COOKING WITH

SPORTS

GAS, ADELE, WHEN

CLOTHES!

YOU SAY

SPORTS CLOTHES
FOR WOMEN
THIRD FLOOR
•
SPORTS CLOTHES
FOR MEN
FREESE'S MEN'S
SHOPS

lusY RESUME-1E1AD

-ALLOVER AMERICA—CHESTERFIELD IS TOPS!
1947,

*nu Too*eco

Plan!
I nclui
Lloyd
snow scull
to make u,
21 and 22.
The semi
open festivii
ruary 21, fr
nell furnishi
of the Carr
the affair.
She will 1
from a list (
tive body of
be limited tc
Saturday,
athletic col
dorms, fratet
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&red in the
sponsored ag
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